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Medical Notes
Michael Ward

In August 1984, a party ofeight medical scientist/mountaineers worked at the US
Army High Altitude Research Facility on the summit of Pike's Peak (4233m),
Colorado. The study was organized by Dr. J. S. Milledge and Professor E. S.
Williams and the laboratory was loaned to us through the good offices of the
Director - Dr. A. Cymerman. The members of the party were Surgeon Captain
M. Beeley, Dr. R. Withey, Dr. R. Luder, Mr. K. Minty, Mr. N. Luff and Dr.
M. Ward. Control observations had been made in the Lake District while based
at Hawkshead at the Coach House, which Lord Chorley kindly loaned us.

The object of the study was to observe the effect of exercise and sudden
exposure to altitude on blood pressure and to investigate the biochemical
mechanism associated with these changes during acute (l-S days) and chronic
exposure (5 -20 days). The biochemical mechanisms studies are much the same as
those involved in the fluid shifts occurring during exercise and altitude, which
play a part in the incidence of mountain sickness, lung and brain oedema. In
addition, we wished to observe the effects of acute exposure to altitude on
erythropoietin, a hormone which is responsible for the increased production of
red cells at altitude, and also to observe the time course of changes in the shape of
the red cells both on exposure to altitude and on descent.

Each of these projects was prompted by observations first made on the Kongur
Expedition to Southern Xinjiang in 1981. On Kongur we had noted by chance
that some members had abnormally high blood pressures by comparison with
their sea-level values. Chinese workers in Peking later confirmed that they had
noted similarly high levels and French scientists working in the Himalaya have
since recorded a similar observation. Though rare, over 30 vascular episodes have
been recorded at altitude and usually have a dramatic and often fatal character.
Cases of stroke, both transient and fatal, together with thrombosis and emboli in
the lung have been observed as well as leg thrombosis. Up till now it has generally
been considered that the increase in red blood cells associated with dehydration
and inactivity have been the cause of these episodes. However, if abnormally high
blood pressure occurs on exercise at altitude this could be implicated, particularly
in the case of fatal strokes.

The observations on erythropoietin and red cell shape would, we hope, be
confirmed and extend the observations made on Kongur.

The important results on the biochemical observations and red cell
morphology will only be available after several months, but preliminary results on
blood pressure suggest that this appeared to rise on ·ascent to altitude and
remained raised throughout our stay on Pike's Peak. There was some suggestion
that on the days following exercise blood pressure was reduced, whilst during
exercise it was slightly raised above the altitude level.
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